
CRM RETARGETING
CRM Retargeting offers a new way to reach existing clients within the Schibsted universe 
through matching of your clients database and users logged-into Schibsted sites.

CHANNELS:  Desktop, Mobile, Mobile inApp
ADS SHOWN VIA:  Schibsted Premium RON
PRICE DIRECT BUYING:  Surcharge of 100 sek CPM
PRICE PROGRAMMATIC BUYING:  Surcharge of 40 sek CPM

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

STRATEGY EXAMPLE

Your CRM 
database 

Email adresses, telephone 
numbers, behaviour data, 
offline data etc

Segmentation in 
your database
You can compare your 
active clients against those 
who have signed up for 
newsletter to get a list of 
email addresses that you 
want to target a campaign 
against.

RETARGETING
 ► Reach existing clients with higher accuracy and frequency via Schibsted’s universe.

 ► More effective marketing to increase engagement from existing clients, subscribers or members.

 ► Drive continuous repurchasing strategies.

 ► Increase the likelihood to more conversions, reach existing clients who have not yet convertet and start 
communicating with them.

 ► Customize communication with a more relevant message.

Visitors to your site are signed 
up to newsletters.

They leave your site to 
do other things online 
such as...

The visitors use their 
email address to log into 
Schibsted sites.

The list is matched against 
Schibsted’s database of 
logged-in users.
A target group is created 
after the matching.
The campaign goes live in 
the Schibsted network.

CRM 
Matching

 YOUR 
SITE

YOUR
APP
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Your data is in 
safe hands
A data policy agreement 
is signed between yourself 
and Schibsted. The data 
is only used by yourself 
in accordance with the 
agreement and is saved 
after the match.

CRM
CRM

Choose the alternative that suits your media strategy the best
DIRECT & PROGRAMMATIC BUYING

PROGRAMMATIC DIRECT



RELEVANT GEO LOCATIONS
Schibsted helps you reach relevant target groups with local campaigns based on their 
daily geographic patterns.

CHANNELS: Desktop, Mobile, Mobile inApp

ADVERTISED  VIA: Schibsted RON Premium

PRICE FOR DIRECT BUYING: Surcharge 100 Sek CPM for Desktop & Mobile

PRICE FOR PROGRAMMATIC BUYING: Surcharge 50 Sek CPM

HOW DOES IT WORK?
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WHY RELEVANT GEO LOCATIONS?
 ► Reach users based on their geographical behaviour.
 ► Increase your reach - find a relevant target group irrespective of where they are located right now.
 ► Better accuracy for local marketing campaigns
 ► Flexible way to buy - both traditional and programmatic

We look at a typical users geographic pattern. The users relevant geographic locations are Solna, 
Stockholm and Lidingö..

The user lives in Solna 
and commutes to 
work.

The user works in 
the Södermalm area 
of Stockholm and 
spends a lot of time 
there.

The user also travels 
to Lidingö where he/
she has a country 
house.

GEOGRAPHIC TARGETING
The ads can be geo targeted på county and municipality in all of Sweden.

Data comes from GPS 
and IP events.

The users geographical pattern 
the last 30 days.

GPS
IP

Choose the alternative that suits your media strategy the best.
DIRECT & PROGRAMMATIC BUYING

PROGRAMMATIC DIRECT

PRICE COUNTY & MUNICIPALITY
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